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Surface-roughness fractality effects in electrical conductivity of single metallic
and semiconducting films
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Surface-roughness effects in electrical conductivity of thin metallic and semiconducting films with self-
affine fractal surfaces are considered in the framework of the Born approximation. The surface roughness is
described by thek-correlation model, and is characterized by the roughness exponentH (0<H<1), the
in-plane correlation lengthj, and the rms roughness amplitudeD. In the case of metallic films the conductivity
is shown to increase monotonically withH increasing fromH50 to H51 and with decreasing ratioD/j. For
semiconducting quantum wells the conductivity shows a peculiar interplay of quantum-mechanical effects and
scattering due to surface roughness.@S0163-1829~97!02431-4#
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I. INTRODUCTION

Early experiments on electronic transport in metallic th
films clearly showed the existence of substantial elect
scattering by roughness of the film surfaces.1 The problem of
surface influence on electrical conductivity of thin metal
films has been known for a long time, and was first enco
tered by Thompson2 at the beginning of this century. It wa
considered later in more detail by Fuchs,3 who formulated
the first quasiclassical theory of the size effects~so-called
classical size effect!. In the framework of this theory, elec
tron scattering on rough surfaces is included by some p
nomenological parameters which enter boundary conditi
imposed on the electron distribution function. Further dev
opment of the theory of classical size effects resulted i
transformation of the Fuchs boundary conditions into m
realistic integral-type boundary conditions.4

Owing to the recent progress in the technology of co
trolled fabrication of quasi-two-dimensional thin films, r
cent experiments on the conductivity of metallic5,6 and
semiconducting7 films revealed features of the transpo
properties and gave clear evidence of some deviations f
the quasiclassical theory. The first quantum-mechanical
scription of the film conductivity was developed by Pran
and Nee,8 and applied to semiconducting thin films,7 where
the molecular-beam-epitaxy~MBE! technique allows one to
construct quantum wells which are thinner than 10 nm. La
treatments were based on the Green-function formulatio9

and coupled Boltzmann-like equations.10–12

The approach of Fishman and Calecki11 was applied to
account for the universal power law,s}dc ~with c'2.3!, in
the variation of the film conductivitys with increasing film
thicknessd, which was observed in very thin CoSi2 films
grown by MBE.5 A similar law, but with c'6, was also
found in the case of semiconducting thin films. Apart fro
this, Fishman and Calecki12 showed that the form of the
height-height correlation function plays a significant role
560163-1829/97/56~12!/7726~6!/$10.00
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the limit kFj@1, wherekF is the Fermi wave vector andj is
the in-plane correlation length for the surface roughne
Moreover, they showed that forkFj@1 the mean variation
of s with the film thicknessd cannot be approximated by th
power laws described above. Analytical results were
tained for two forms of the correlation function, i.e., for th
exponential, }exp@2(r/j)#, and Gaussian,}exp@2(r/j)2#,
forms.

In this paper we generalize a description of the influen
of the form of the correlation function on the film condu
tivity to surfaces with self-affine and logarithmic roughnes
The roughness will be described in terms of an analytic c
relation model in Fourier space,13 which interpolates be-
tween correct asymptotics that characterize those categ
of surfaces. The self-affine fractal surface/interface rou
ness is characterized, in addition to the root-mean-square
viation D from flatness and the average distance betw
consecutive peaks or valleys attributed to the correlat
length j, also by a local fractal dimensiondf ~df532H,
whereH is the roughness exponent, 0<H<1! that charac-
terizes the degree of surface irregularity. The approach
valid for correlation lengths longer than the interatomic d
tance.

The paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II we presen
theoretical description of the film conductivity in the ca
where the confining potential is infinite, and surface roug
ness is the only source of diffuse electron scattering. T
self-affine fractal model of the film surfaces is described
Sec. III. Special cases where some analytical results ca
obtained for the matrix describing interminiband and int
miniband transition probabilities are discussed in Sec.
Results for electrical conductivity in semiconducting a
metallic films are described respectively in Secs. V and
A general case, with finite confining potential and bulk im
purity scattering, is presented in Sec. VII. Finally, some g
eral conclusions are presented in Sec. VIII.
7726 © 1997 The American Physical Society
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II. THIN-FILM CONDUCTIVITY

The following description of the thin-film conductivity i
based on the theory developed by Fishman and Calecki11,12

Assume as in Ref. 11 that the bottom and top boundarie
a conducting film are defined by the equationsz52d/2 and
z5d/21h(r ), respectively. For simplicity, we assume he
that only the upper surface of the film is rough, with t
roughness described by a single-valued random func
h(r ) of the in-plane position vectorr5(x,y). Moreover, the
roughness is assumed to be isotropic, such that the he
height correlation functionC(r )5^h(r 8)h(r 9)& depends
only on the relative distancer 5ur 82r 9u.

Assuming that only the surface roughness contribute
electron scattering, one finds, in the Born approximation,
following expression for the film conductivity:11

s5
e2\3

m2d (
n51

N

(
n851

N

kn
2kn8

2
@C21#nn8 , ~1!

wherem is the electron mass,N denotes the number of oc
cupied minibands, andkn5@(2m/\2)(EF2En)#1/2, with EF
andEn being, respectively, the Fermi energy and the ene
minimum of thenth miniband~miniband edge!. In Eq. ~1!
Cnn8 is a matrix which is determined by interminiband a
intraminiband transitions due to electron scattering, a
which for infinite confining potential assumed here is of t
form

Cnn85dnn8Ankn
2 (

m51

N

Am~F1!mn2AnAn8knkn8~F2!nn8 ,

~2!

whereAn5\2p2n2/md3, and

~F1!mn5E
0

2p

^uh~kmn!u2&du,

~F2!nn85E
0

2p

^uh~knn8!u
2&cosu du, ~3!

with ^uh(k)u2& the Fourier transform of the height-height co
relation functionC(r ), and

knn85~kn
21kn8

2
22knkn8 cosu!1/2. ~4!

The Fermi energyEF for a particular film thicknessd and
a given carrier densityn is determined by the condition

nd5
m

p\2 (
n~En,EF!

E
2`

EF
Q~E2En!dE, ~5!

whereQ(x,0)50 andQ(x>0)51 by definition. After in-
tegrating over the energyE, this condition acquires the form

nd5
m

p\2 H NEF2 (
n51

N

EnJ . ~6!

Taking into account the fact that for infinite confining pote
tial the discrete energy levelsEn ~miniband edges! are given
by the formulaEn5(\2/2m)(np/d)2, one can easily deter
mine from Eq.~6! both the Fermi energyEF and the number
N of occupied minibands.
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III. SELF-AFFINE FRACTAL MODEL

The correlation function for any physical self-affine su
face is characterized by a finite correlation lengthj, which is
a measure of the average distance between peaks and va
on the surface such thatC(r )'D22Dr 2H for r !j and
C(r )50 for r @j ~D;D2/j2H is a constant!.13–16 The
roughness exponent 0<H<1 is a measure of the degree
surface irregularity.14,16 Small values of H characterize
jagged or irregular surfaces at short length scales (r !j),
where the correlation function shows power-law behavi
while large values ofH correspond to smoother heigh
height fluctuations. For example, see Fig. 1 in Ref. 17, wh
the self-affine curves forH50.3, 0.5, and 0.7 are plotte
with the same rms widthD51.160.1 to show the effect of
the roughness exponentH. Similar plots can also be found in
Ref. 18.

For self-affine fractals the Fourier transform^uh(k)u2& of
C(r ) has the scaling behavior^uh(k)u2&}k2222H if kj@1,
and ^uh(k)u2&}const if kj!1.13 The self-affine scaling be
havior in the asymptotic limitskj@1 andkj!1 is satisfied
by thek-correlation model,

^uh~k!u2&5~2p!
D2j2

~11ak2j2!11H . ~7!

In the intermediate length scales, Eq.~7! is an approximation
which, however, gives results in agreement w
experiments.13,15 The normalization condition
*0,k,ke

^uh(k)u2&d2k5(2p)2D2 yields the parametera in

the form a5(1/2H)@12(11akc
2j2)2H# for 0,H<1, and

a5(1/2)ln(11akc
2j2) for H50. Here,kc5p/a0 is the upper

cutoff in the Fourier space, witha0 denoting the atomic laye
spacing. Expressions valid forH50 can be obtained from
those valid for H.0, if we consider the identity
limH→0(1/H)@xH21#5 ln(x). The limiting case of logarith-
mic roughness (H50) is related to predictions of variou
growth models for the nonequilibrium analog19 of the equi-
librium roughening transition.20 For H50.5 andkcj@1, Eq.
~7! yields exactly the Fourier transform of the simple exp
nential correlation function.

IV. ANALYTICAL RESULTS FOR „F i…µn „i 51 and 2…

For H50 and 1 the integrals in Eq.~3! can be calculated
exactly, and one can obtain analytical expressions for
film conductivity. For this purpose, we define the quantiti

Gnn8511aj2~kn
21kn8

2
! ~8!

and

Bnn852aknkn8j
2/Gnn8 . ~9!

~a! H50: The caseH50 ~logarithmic roughness! re-
sembles correlations observed in liquids due to therm
induced capillary waves.21 Calculations of the integrals in
Eq. ~3! yield

~F1!nn85
~2pDj!2

~11Gnn8!@12Bnn8
2

#1/2, ~10!
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~F2!nn85
~2pDj!2

Bnn8
H 12

1

~11Gnn8!@12Bnn8
2

#1/2J .

~11!

~b! H51: This is a peculiar case which does not repres
strictly speaking a self-affine fractal structure and is rat
related to the formation of large mountain-valley surfa
structures.18 Calculations of the integrals in Eq.~3! now
yield

~F1!nn85
~2pDj!2Bnn8

~11Gnn8!
2 H 1

~12Bnn8
2

!1/21
Bnn8

~12Bnn8
2

!3/2J ,

~12!

~F2!nn85
~2pDj!2Bnn8

~11Gnn8!
2 ~12Bnn8

2
!23/2. ~13!

~c! 0,H,1: For the case 0,H,1 ~self-affine fractal
roughness! we still can find some analytical results, if w
expand the denominator of the integrand in the integrals
Eq. ~3!. Indeed, we have the expansion@12Bnn8 cosu#11H

'@12(11H)Bnn8 cosu1•••# if and only if uBnn8u!1. Thus we
obtain the following approximate expressions:

~F1!nn8'~2pDj!2~Gnn8!
212H~11Gnn8!

21

3@12$~11H !Bnn8%
2#21/2, ~14!

~F2!nn8'~2pDj!2@~11H !Bnn8#
21~Gnn8!

212H

3$12~11Gnn8!
21@12ˆ~11H !Bnn8‰

2#21/2%.

~15!

However, caution is required in the use of these approxim
tions, since the conditions of their validity should be satisfi
for the involved surface parameters (H,j) and the wave vec-
tors kn .

V. CONDUCTIVITY FOR SEMICONDUCTING
QUANTUM WELLS

Since the areal electron concentration in semiconduc
films can be rather low~e.g., in GaAs quantum wells7 nd
'331023 nm22!, the numberN of occupied minibands can
be small too, sayN51 or 2. ForN51 one can easily derive
some analytical expressions for the electrical conductiv
Indeed, for infinite confining potential one finds from Eq
~1! and ~2! the following formula for the film conductivity:

s5G0H 4n

p2 F E
0

2p

^uh~q!u2&~12cosu!duG21J d6, ~16!

where

q5@4pnd~12cosu!#1/2 ~17!

andG05e2/2p\5e2/h.
From Eq.~16! we directly observe the power-law beha

ior of the film conductivity vs film thickness,s}d6, which
has been found in semiconducting films.7 For the roughness
exponentsH50 and 1, Eq.~16! yields the simple analytica
expressions
t
r

of

a-
d

g

.
.

s5
G0n

p4D2j2 H B~11G!~12B2!1/2

~B21!2~11G!~12B2!1/2J d6 ~18!

for H50, and

s5
G0n

p4D2j2 H ~11G!2~12B2!3/2

B2~11B! J d6 ~19!

for H51, where G5112aj2k2, B52ak2j2/G, and k
5(2pnd)1/2.

In Fig. 1 we present the film conductivitys vs correlation
lengthj for several values of the roughness exponentH. The
numerical results were obtained from Eq.~16!, and are
shown for the areal electron density equal to
31022 nm22 and the film thicknessd55 nm. The well
width d is smaller than the critical valuedc510 nm, where
the Fermi level crosses the bottom of the second miniba
In other words, this value ofd corresponds to the case whe
only one electron miniband is occupied (N51). The effect
of the form of correlation function on the ratio of electro
mobility below and abovedc was investigated in Ref. 11
In this paper, however, we limit considerations to the ca
d,dc . A characteristic feature seen in Fig. 1 is the prese
of a minimum in the film conductivity as a function of th
correlation length, which occurs approximately atj52 nm.
For large values ofj the conductivity displays anormal be-
havior, i.e., it increases with increasingH or increasingj
~decreasing ratioD/j, surface/interface smoothing!. For
small values ofj (j,2 nm) the situation is reversed, i.e., th
conductivity increases with decreasingH and decreasingj.
This is due to the fact that this kind of roughness does
scatter electrons when their wavelength is much longer t
the correlation lengthj. In the intermediate range the appr
priate behavior is more complex, i.e., the conductivity ha
minimum in the dependence onH. This is shown more ex-
plicitly in Fig. 2, where the dependence of the film condu
tivity on the roughness exponentH is shown for several
values of the correlation lengthj. Forj52.5 nm the conduc-
tivity decreases with increasingH, whereas for larger value
of j ~j55, 7.5, andj512 nm!, it first decreases with in-
creasingH, reaches a minimum, and then increases wit

FIG. 1. Electronic conductivitys of a quantum well (N51) vs
correlation length j for d55 nm (d,dc), a050.3 nm, D
50.3 nm, andH, as indicated.
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further increase of the roughness exponentH. For j
520 nm the conductivity increases with increasingH in the
whole range 0,H,1.

VI. RESULTS FOR METALLIC FILMS

Now, we will concentrate on metallic films (N@1), and
assume in our calculations parameters typical for CoSi2 ~bulk
carrier densityn'33101 nm23!. The parameterD varies
usually in a small range between one to two interatom
distances, and in the following we assumeD50.3 nm. On
the other hand, the parameterj for the CoSi2 /Si interface is
also of an order of interatomic distances,5 However, for sys-
tems with excellent surfaces the correlation length may
quite large,22 as is indicated by mobility experiments o
GaAs/AlAs interfaces7 and high-resolution transmissio
electron microscopy on Si/SiO2 interfaces.23

Regarding the surface/interface roughness parameterD,
j, and H, we point out the following. The ratioD/j de-
scribes behavior of the surface at large length scalesr
.j), where, for a large variety of growth studies,D/j
,0.5.18 At small length scales (r ,j) the roughness is char
acterized by the roughness exponentH. For thin films and
for roughness parameters such thatH;1 and D/j!1, the
interface scattering is weak~since the surfaces have rath
smooth characteristics at all length scales!, which results in a
higher conductivity and more pronounced quantu
mechanical effects.

The influence of the autocorrelation function on the thic
ness dependence of the electrical conductivity was inve
gated already by Fishman and Calecki.12 We remark that the
conductivitys increases with increasingd and increasingH,
approaching the largest values forH;1. Figure 3 depicts the
conductivitys vs correlation lengthj for the film thickness
d52 nm ~ultrathin regime! and for several values of th
roughness exponentH. For the correlation lengths of th
order ofd or smaller, the conductivitys shows a similar rate
of increment for different values ofH. However, at largej
the conductivity increases with increasingj at a much faster
rate for largeH (H;1). On the other extreme limit, as ca
be seen from the curve that corresponds to the logarith
roughness (H50), the conductivity increases extreme

FIG. 2. Conductivity s vs H for d55 nm (d,dc), a0

50.3 nm,D50.3 nm, andj, as indicated.
c

e

(

-

-
ti-

ic

slowly with increasing correlation length~decreasing ratio
D/j!. Thus the smoothing effect at large length scales
strongly influenced by the roughness exponent. Indeed,
conductivity can increase by one order of magnitude at la
j(d!j) when the roughness exponent varies fromH50 to
H51.

Figure 4 shows the conductivitys vs roughness exponen
H for d52 nm and various correlation lengths. The condu
tivity increases rather slowly with increasingH for the cor-
relation lengths of about the same size as the film thickn
d. However, it increases much faster forH.0.5 and large
j(d,j). In the latter case the conductivity can increase
an order of magnitude as the roughness exponentH increases
from 0 to 1. Thus the film conductivity for large correlatio
lengths~or D/j!1! is significantly influenced by the fracta
lity effects which can play an important role in electric
transport properties.

VII. GENERAL MODEL

The model used above includes the following simplific
tions: ~i! It takes into account roughness of only one of t
two surfaces.~ii ! The confining potential is infinite on both
sides of the structure.~iii ! It does not take into account elec
tron scattering on impurities and/or other structural defe

FIG. 3. Conductivitys vs correlation lengthj for d52 nm,
a050.3 nm,D50.3 nm, andH, as indicated.

FIG. 4. Conductivitys vs roughness exponentH for d52 nm,
a050.3 nm,D50.3 nm, and indicated values ofj.
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7730 56G. PALASANTZAS AND J. BARNAŚ
distributed inside the film. In a general case the situation
more complex, and all the above factors have to be inclu
into considerations. Moreover, in some cases the boun
conditions on both sides of the film are significantly differe
and this asymmetry should also be taken into account.
influence of the confining potentialUconf on the electrical
conductivity of single semiconducting films was alrea
studied by Gottingeret al.,24 who showed that the weake
confining potential the smaller surface contribution to t
resistivity.

Recently, a related formalism was developed for el

FIG. 5. Conductivitys vs correlation lengthj for Uconf58.5 eV,
m53.5 eV, anda050.3 nm. The other parameters are as indicat

FIG. 6. Conductivity s vs roughness exponentH for
Uconf58.5 eV, m53.5 eV, anda050.3 nm. The other parameter
are as indicated.
is
d
ry
t
e

-

tronic transport in trilayers, and applied to magnetic sa
wich structures.25,26 We adopted this formalism to a descrip
tion of electronic transport in single metallic films, whic
allows us to include all the factors mentioned above, i
different boundary conditions on both film surfaces~different
confining potentials and different surface roughness! and
scattering of electrons by bulk structural defects. The form
ism allows us to calculate the electrical conductivity for m
tallic and semiconducting films with an arbitrary number
occupied minibands. It can be used in the case of a cons
chemical potentialm, as well as in the case when the numb
of particles is conserved. Some numerical results obtaine
the metallic limit ~largeN! are presented below.

The dependence of the electrical conductivity on the c
relation lengthj is shown in Fig. 5 for a finite confining
potential, constant chemical potential, and infinite bulk el
tron mean free pathl. The dependence is similar to tha
shown in Fig. 3, i.e., for each value ofH the conductivity
increases with increasingj. The dependence of the film re
sistivity on the fractality parameterH is shown explicitly in
Fig. 6 for several values of the bulk electron mean free pa
but for a constant correlation lengthj. It is evident that bulk
scattering processes reduce the surface fractality effect
the electrical conductivity. Finally, variation of the electric
resistivity with the film thicknessd is shown in Fig. 7 for
several values of the fractality parameterH. For all curves
shown in Fig. 7, the conductivity increases on average w
increasingd, with saw-shaped oscillations superimpose
The oscillation period is equal to half of the correspondi
Fermi wavelength. The saw-shaped oscillations are cha
teristic of the model, and were also found in oth
descriptions.12,25 The amplitude of the oscillations as well a
their shape significantly depend on the factorH. For largeH
the oscillations are more pronounced than for small value
H.

VIII. CONCLUSIONS

In conclusion, we combined known information of th
surface/interface roughness effect on the conductivity of t

.

FIG. 7. Conductivitys vs film thicknessd for Uconf58.5 eV,
m53.5 eV, anda050.3 nm. The other parameters are as indicat
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56 7731SURFACE-ROUGHNESS FRACTALITY EFFECTS IN . . .
films ~metallic films, and semiconducting quantum well!,
with those of analytic correlation models for self-affine fra
tal topography in order to examine fractality effects in t
film conductivity. Such an examination was performed ov
a wide range of surface morphologies, from logarithmicH
50) to power-law roughness~self-affine, 0,H,1!.

We limited our calculations to semiconducting quantu
wells (N51) and metallic (N@1) films. Among the three
surface/interface roughness parameters~D, j, and H! the
main interplay of the roughness effect occurs for the last t
namely,H andj. The parameterD has a trivial effect on the
conductivity since it appears in the form of a multiplicatio
factor (s;D22). The roughness exponentH has a strong
impact on the conductivity mainly for relatively large corr
lation lengths. Therefore, the degree of surface/interface
regularity must be taken carefully into account before ded
J

y

u

,

r

,

ir-
-

ing roughness correlation lengths from conductivi
measurements. However, one has to bear in mind that
calculations presented above are based on the Born app
mation. Consequently, some deviations from the exact c
ductivity may occur for large roughness amplitudes or f
long correlation lengths.
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